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CURRENCY and EDIT1FUTEF'15
by BOB BOLDUC

A S most of you are aware, computers have become just
a part of life for most people. They are everywhere. It
was only a matter of time before they found a place in

the currency-collecting world. Most dealers and collectors have
accepted that computers will be part of the currency-collect-
ing world, but are not sure how. I cannot speak positively how
they will fit in, but will explain some of the ways computers
may be used. I have been using computers for about 20 years,
and am currently employed by a company that sends me
around the world to teach customers.
This article will explain what is needed and how to use a very
powerful area of computers.

EMAIL

EMAIL or Electronic MAIL is one of the most used areas of
computing in the private sector. Instead of placing a stamp on
an envelope, the sender clicks on the 'SEND' button and the
letter is on its way. This letter could even contain a picture of a
piece of currency (this requires special equipment). The letter
will arrive in the receivers electronic mail box usually in min-
utes. When the receiver checks their mail a response can be
sent back to the dealer just as easily. Most dealers are very pro-
fessional and type their correspondence in a typewriter or word
processor, so it would not be any different for them.

In order to send EMAIL the following is required:

1. Desktop/Laptop Computer
2. Modem
3. Phone Line

EMAIL Account

1. A desktop or laptop computer will be needed to access the
EMAIL systems. The type of computer needed could be an
article itself. Depending on what other purpose the com-
puter is supposed to do determines what type you should
buy or lease. Items such as the amount of memory, harddisk
space, and monitor size need to be considered if buying a
computer for the first time.

A laptop is a portable computer that can be carried with
you when away from the office. This could be of value hav-
ing at a show to check inventory, add names to a mailing
list, or check EMAIL among other things. One of the draw-
backs of laptops is they are in big demand, by both cus-
tomers and thieves. Another drawback is keeping the
desktop computer in sync with the laptop. This is true of
course only if you have a desktop.

2. A modem is a piece of hardware for the computer that al-
lows the computer to use a telephone line. They come in
all sizes and prices. For most users a modem that installs
directly into the computer is the best. It is out of the way,
and not taking up valuable desktop space. An important
value of internal modems when using a laptop is that you
cannot forget and leave it at the offce. If you have your
laptop you have the modem. Modems come in many dif-

ferent speeds. The higher the speed the faster your mail will
be received on your computer. The most common speed is
what is known as 28.8. Faster modems are available but
are relatively new to the computer world. For everyday
EMAIL transmission you will not notice a difference be-
tween 28.8 and the higher speed modems.

3. An analog phone line will be needed to connect the mo-
dem. Most currency dealer shops and homes, or both, al-
ready have these lines installed. The other type of phone
line is digital. Digital phone lines can damage and destroy
modems. Modems are designed for analog lines. Most ho-
tels now provide an analog plug for laptops.

4. Finally an EMAIL account is needed. This usually results in
a charge of about $10-$20 a month, depending on usage.
Accounts can be opened with many online services such as
Compusery or American Online. Both these services usu-
ally include up to 5 or 10 hours of connect time with your
monthly charge. Any additional time over that will result
in additional charge. In addition to sending EMAIL, con-
necting to these services will allow you to access the
INTERNET. The INTERNETis a world-wide network of com-
puters that contains thousands of pieces of information.
Included on the INTERNET is a Newsgroup called
REC.collecting.paper-money. This is a news group where
people submit almost anything dealing with money. From
. . . What is . . . I found . . . How do I . . . Who do I talk to?

If you only are interested in EMAIL access at this time, you can
use a software package called JUNO, that allows FREE access
for EMAIL only. That's correct ... FREE! The software needed
is free along with the service. Even if you are located in a re-
mote location away from big cities, JUNO dials an 800 num-
ber to send and receive mail. The only negative side of this
software package, at this time, is that you cannot send a pic-
ture of currency as you can do with the other services. If you
are interested in getting a copy of the JUNO software contact
me at my EMAIL address below or send me a letter using Snail
Mail (U.S. Post Office) at 9350F Snowden River Pkwy., Suite
238, Columbia, MD 21045.

There are a few dealers who advertise the EMAIL address in
their ads. use these addresses, as they will save you time and
money and the message will get to them very quickly. When
mail is sent it automatically includes a date and time stamp,
so an accurate record can be kept.

In future articles I will talk about using scanners to capture
a picture of the currency in an electronic format, and the pur-
pose of World Wide Web pages. If you have questions, do not
hesitate to ask. Up to this point I was not sure what I could
add to the currency-collecting hobby. I collect Washington DC
nationals, and quite a bit of information was already available
about them. Talking about computers in the world of currency
may be just where I add my value.

EMAIL: rwb60@juts.ccc.amdahl.com
dccurrency@juno.com
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